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cogeneration unit 2.0

Electrical power

Generating power and heat yourself – with the neoTower® you can protect yourself against increases in energy 
costs. Use the heat that occurs as a by-product of power generation for heating water and your home. This principle 
is referred to as cogeneration or combined heat and power (CHP). A gas engine drives a generator. The generated 
heat is passed on to the heating system of your building

You use the power you produce for whatever is 
needed – for example your refrigerator, TV or hair 
dryer. Should you already have an e-bike or an 
electric car, you can change your neoTower® 
LIVING into an electric charging station for vehicles 
of all kinds

Heat

Save money
From now on you too can profit from the 
decentralised power supply as a house owner. With 
the neoTower® LIVING you not only protect the 
environment, but also your wallet as you can make 
use of state subsidies and grants

Wellness for your mind: With the neoTower® 
LIVING you have a reliable heating system that 
ensures cosy warmth – irrespective of whether you 
use conventional radiators or a modern underfloor 
heating system. Stopping climate change does not 
have to mean less living comfort.

Environment
Think about tomorrow today – with the neoTower® 
you not only lower your CO2 emissions but also 
save valuable primary energy by highly-efficient 
utilisation. In addition, transmission losses are 
minimised by short transport routes, as you 
generate the power where it is required.



Do the first step: use the neoTower LIVING®  
also as electric charging station for e-bikes and 
electric vehicles.

ELECTRIC CHARGING STATION 

Future-oriented energy generating

 neoTower® LIVING 
The cogeneration unit for buildungs housing one or two 
families

SO EINFACH FUNKTIONIERT‘S
 

Full control
- connection to the

Internet
- live data
- control App

- integrated operating
panel

Integration expert
- compact
- simplest installation
- modern design
- whisper quiet

operation

Protect the environment and also your wallet: With 
the neoTower® LIVING, owners of buildings 
housing one or two families benefit from the 
advantages of cogeneration.  

„There are a number of modern heating systems, but none produce 
power and heat as efficiently as a cogeneration unit.“

As power and heat are generated at the same 
time, the CO2 emissions are lower than those 
of conventional energy generation systems. In 
addition, the primary energy requirements 
drop considerably.



2 years waranty
3 years at conclusion of a regular maintenance   
agreement  
15 years at conclusion of a full maintenance agreement

WARANTY

33% use of energy 

67% loss
90% use of energy 
10% loss

Start your own energy revolution now

A combustion engine drives a high-
capacity generator that produces 
electrical power. The heat that is 
produced as a by-product is used to heat 
your water. 

You therefore produce your energy 
where it is needed. In your building.

FUEL

POWER

HEAT

Cogeneration – how it works:
Cogeneration units produce power and heat simultaneously.
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traditional energy production: neoTower® LIVING:



heat and
comfort for your home

 MODERN HOME

ENERGY
SIMPLE
EFFICIENTLIVING



Technical data

electrical power 1,1 - 2,0 kW

thermal output 3,6 - 5,3 kW

electrical efficiency 27,1 %

thermal efficiency 73,0 %

overall efficiency 100,1 %

rotational speed 1.000 U/min

operation noise level 46 dB(A) / 61 dB

maintenance interval (operating hours) 15.000

weight 410 kg

fuel natural or liquid gas

neoTower® LIVING: quiet, robust, efficient and compactt
neoTower LIVING combines German ingineering art with most reliable componence. 
Due to a permanent low rotational speed a exceptional longevity is achieved. 
Excellent use of energy is united with whisper-quiet operation. 
.

Technical details neoTower® LIVING
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 neoTower ® LIVING

Your neoTower specialized retailer:

RMB/ENERGIE GmbH · Hauptstraße 543a · 26683 Saterland/Germany · Tel.: +49 (0) 4498 92288-0 · Fax: +49 (0) 4498 92288-66 · info@rmbenergie.de

www.neotower.de

quiet

compactefficient

robust


